Foreword
If you’re reading the Players
Handbook, you’ve probably just
joined antics@play, or are planning to.
Welcome! This handbook is designed
to help you understand us and how we
play. Knowing the key play modes and
your new playground helps ease you
into the game quickly.
For seasoned players, it is a quick
reference guide to power through more
advanced levels of play.
So get your game face on, suit up and
have fun.

Our
playground

At the beginning…

There was a kitchen table –
the birthplace of antics@play.
Under the shadow of the 2009 global recession, budget cuts and
marketing results were buzzwords among marketers. It was under
this climate that antics@play was birthed with the mission of picking
up the mood for clients and the market. But most of all, for ourselves.
We concocted light-hearted campaigns that we knew we’d enjoy doing,
and serendipitously, created surprising and fresh solutions that breezed
clients through the tough times and connected them to the very basic
fact that marketing is, at heart, fun.
Campaigns come and go, but what remains at the core of marketing is
brand. And we love brand. We live and breathe it daily. Everything we do
is brand-led – from campaigns to strategy to PR.
Everything we do is also experience-driven. Clients don’t always remember
the numbers we deliver for them, but will always remember the feeling of
working with antics@play. How we not only upped their game, but brought
the game.
That’s really all there is to it…the ingredients to creating a somewhat
subversive and successful company: By throwing caution to the wind,
doing what we like, being brand- and experience-focused, and getting
the right cooks into the kitchen – cooks who constantly inject soul,
passion and fun to surprise and delight our customers, and keep them
coming back for more.
Welcome to our latest kitchen stadium.

2009

Getting started
Antics Holdings opened for business on
5 Apr with 2 staff working off a kitchen
table and Schroders as our 1st client.

5 staff! We outgrew the kitchen table and graduated to a
proper office on Pearl’s Hill Terrace. We incorporated
Antics Holdings Pte Ltd on 17 May, won 11 accounts
and bagged the Local Brand Agency of The Year (thank
you, Marketing Magazine)!

2010

1st flush of success

2011

Strong creative direction
With a full creative team on board, we defined a
new creative vision for ourselves and direction
for our clients. Excellent strategy + strong
creatives = Steady business growth.

Time for a facelift! We sharpened our
corporate vision, and carved our niche in
branding and PR. We even launched a
brand new identity to go with it. Sweet!

2013

Re-branded and re-focused

2014

Adopting play
Time to walk the talk and further
differentiate ourselves. We developed
a proprietary discovery methodology
that integrates game theory and the
neuropsychology of play into our
creative process.
With 10 people in tow, we moved into
CT Hub. This is the playground we
designed from scratch, and the starting
point of bigger dreams to come.

2018

Multi-player mode
As we took on multifarious adventures, we also
expanded our playing field and welcomed more
members on board! 3 departments strong, fully
engaged and ready to battle!

2015

A bigger, branded playground

Playing really makes a difference
Our approach is always brand-led and strategy-driven. Our focus goes
beyond meeting marketing KPIs. It’s about impacting our clients’ business
for the long term. How do we do it? We play.
Play stimulates creativity and is an important tool for problem solving.
When people play, they try on new behaviours, relax conscious thoughts,
make connections, find the unusual, spark curiosity and animate ideas.
They let go of mental biases and become engaged in the purest form of
expression. As with any form of play – basketball, Battleship, rock
climbing, Jenga – there’s strategy involved. We call this purposeful play.
We therefore use a purposeful play methodology for exploration,
discovery and ideation. It’s our playbook and our process. It’s the creative
backbone of antics@play.
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Your
playmates

Our players run in 3 gangs, working
closely together to create great work.
Gangs, they run the world
■ Client services (aka the combat strategists and generals)
This gang comprises our communications strategists, brand consultants
and PR specialists. They are the ones who fight the battlefront with their
sparkling eyes and sunshine smiles. The warriors of our agency. They assess
and engage clients, online and on-ground. Collaborating with the client,
they deliver best-in-class work and manage projects to ensure high
satisfaction, both for clients and our other gangs. This bunch also helps
to drive our collective knowledge on market happenings and demands.
Which puts them in the position to coordinate and manage our
marketing efforts and public communications.
■ Creative (aka the dreamers and tinkerers)
The creative nucleus of our agency, this gang drives the creative
direction of our agency and client brands, which can include
developing campaigns, concepts and communications material.
Overseeing all creative output, they are also our knowledge driver
in creative and ideation processes and methodologies.
■ Ops (aka the chariot drivers)
Interpreter, production manager, traffic cop, admin overlord, this gang
wears many hats. Chief among which is to ensure the agency’s wheels
are greased at all times, and that projects move smoothly from brief-in
to delivery. They determine resources, schedules, pricing and infrastructure.
They also ensure we all get paid on time and have the creature comforts
that we need to do the best work possible.
At antics, all players share marketing responsibilities.

Want the complete Players Handbook?
Drop us an email and play with us.
e hi@anticsatplay.com

anticsatplay

antics-play

